Appendix C.1

Pictures given with item 1: *Chronological ordering of pictures*
Appendix C.2

Pictures given with item 2: Chronological matching of pictures

1820

1820
Appendix C.3
Pictures given with item 3: Sorting pictures from the past
Distractors (pictures to be separated) given with item 3
Appendix C.4
Pictures given with item 7:
Historical Imagination- Experiential perspective
Appendix C.5
Pictures given with item 9:
Abstraction of Historical Concepts- Picture similarity task

King William IV East India Company Rupee. 1835
King George VI Two Annas 1946
Denomination written in four Indian scripts
1945 War Time Pice, copper
4 Pice=1 Anna, 16 Annas=1 Rupee
Appendix C.6

Pictures given with item 10:
Abstraction of historical concepts- Sorting dissimilar pictures
To imagine the design at the same time discover a stone is the magic of creation. To allow rare gems to come to life, we use our skills nurtured over 50 years to fashion exquisite jewellery to cater to the most discerning woman.